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Aerial Photo pgra hy
Our custom aerial photography is 
designed specifically for you. Our 
Aerial Specialists are equipped with 
the latest technology and newest 
equipment available.

Aerial Video
We are proud to offer fluid video 
capture systems that combine the 
creative concepts of broadcast and 
industrial production. You'll be 
impressing your clients, friends
and staff.

Aerial Imaging
Have a special aerial imaging need? 
Thinking of thermal, tower 
inspections, industrial and 
construction inspections? These and 
agricultural, landscapes and 
construction of all types look better 
from the air. Let us help you solve 
your aerial questions fast and easy!

Video Editing
If you want RAW footage that's fine! 
However, when you need your 
footage edited, corrected and put 
together for presentations, 
commercials or social media just let 
us know! We have veteran post 
production staff available to help you 
identify and finalize your projects.

Commercial Production
Post Production Services and Voice 
Over Production is available for your 
Aerial Projects.

Convenient and Familiar
Our Airmen are knowl eedg able, FAA 
lic sen ed, insured and professional to 
record your project from the sky.
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Meet  Team Our 
L.
FAA
Aerial
Managing  Partner 

 Inspections & Photography ,Video Imaging 
 Pilot Certified 
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Managing  Partner 
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Kerby Haugen
Managing  LLC Aerial, Iris of Partner 

             Kerby@IrisAerial.com
BIO

Kerby, originally studied to be a musician, but began computer programming early in the 80's with 
Pascal, C+ and Cobal. With the advent of internet activities and the speedy transfer of information, 
Kerby began his studies into web technologies, Java, PHP, PLSQL programming and design.

During this course he found himself in jobs that utilized both his creative skills and tech-sa vv y 
mind by working in the motion picture industry, color correcting and illustrating photographs for 
major ad   agencies, and programming and designing for large websites.

In the 90's he worked with Excel Energy in Minneapolis where he secured a nuclear security 
certificate to be a part of the team that helped technically merge MN's Northern Power with Excel 
Power from Denver, CO.

He landed into an Oracle Configuration application development environment where he studied 
Java, CF and project mana eg ment earning awards for excellent in commitment, project 
mana eg ment   training and was placed on a team that started the centralization of multiple and 
diverse enterprise systems for the 1.2 billion dollar company Herff Jones (now Varsity Sports).

With his interest and hobbies with Radio Controlled aircraft he found he loved the sport and 
became aware that RC Drones could be a viable solution for multiple challenges. This leads us to 
recent years where he has been active in vi ed ography with drones, photography, and 
producing sundry video segments and TV Spots.

Today as a part of Iris Aerial, Kerby has a total turn-key video/audio editing solution in his own 
studio and produces, corrects, cuts, and makes all of Iris Aerial's shots professional and 
presentable.

He is responsible for Iris Aerial's 128Bit SSL Secure cloud server, where he is able to deliver 
client's products fast and secure. 

He holds his Drone training certificates, project mana eg ment and of course FAA Remote 
Pilot's licenses.

"I love finding solutions for clients”. I enjoy troubleshooting, brainstorming, and helping anyone 
achieve things they need done, efficiently and in a professional and ethical manner. 

Kerby Haugen
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Steep Learning Curve
Despite appearing simple and easy, flying a drone while capturing ci en matic video and photos is 
more difficult than it may seem. Even though drone manufacturers have made it easier and safer to 
fly, they have added many complex functions and features that make it difficult for the novice to 
maximize the potential of a drone. A quick search on the internet will show many examples of people 
crashing their brand new drones causing property damage and/or harm to others bringing the 
possibility of lawsuits and other legal issues. After weighing the pros and cons, it is simply less 
expensive and a lot easier to hire Iris Aerial. 

Liabilities
Without the proper training and experience in the safe operation of drones, it is possible to introduce 
some major liabilities to you or your business. Your existing insurance most likely does not cover 
accidents resulting from the use of a drone. Iris Aerial carries a large liability policy to protect 
everyone involved. Even experienced drone operators or hobbyists often encounter problems when 
flying drones professionally because they are not familiar with the hazards involved in the 
professional environment that require more skill. 

Compliance with the Law
Since the industry is so new, the local and federal laws are constantly changing. The FAA requires a 
Part 107 certification to be able to fly commercially and most people are not willing to go through that 
process. Having a professional working closely in the industry will ensure compliance in all aspects of 
the law. 

Anyone can purchase a point and shoot camera just like anyone can purchase a drone for personal 
use, but it takes a professional photographer who has all of the technical knowledge and post 
processing skills to achieve great results. Why waste your time and effort when you can hire the 
professionals and get professional result ?s  Call us to get your free quote.
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